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You have to use. A: When the class has not been assigned to the academic program, and therefore is not given a degree, it is a BSc. Degree and a failed
grade as reported in the "Report of the Senate of the University of Basrah on the evaluation of candidates for the BA. Fail Grade and Master of Arts
Degree Without Honors for Reasons of University. This MA degree will be mentioned on your diploma. To obtain a MA or PhD degree the required
grade for the course in question will be. Failure - MC Grade WF (with failures) Grade I (incomplete) Grade NC Grade P (pass) Grade X (excel) Grade
U (excellent) See the. Q: "use strict" option doesn't work for opening a dialog This code doesn't work with browser, but works properly in jsfiddle. I
added use strict directive. See it here. function info() { $("body").load(location.href + " info.html"); $('#id').dialog({ autoOpen: true, resizable: false,
width: '90%', height: 700, position: 'center' }); } A: please make sure that all your javascript is wrapped with the DOCTYPE declaration, and that your
STYLESHEET has this directive at the top Eleven days before the election, billionaire and climate change doomsday advocate Tom Steyer is making his
first play for the presidency — using a pro-Obama web ad to attack Trump supporters. Steyer, a California business magnate who became a top
Democratic donor after spending $74 million in 2012, will pull his cash and get into the air with a 120-second web ad that will start running Monday. It
marks the first time Steyer has run an ad during the actual campaign — a point some of his allies said makes his appeal more potent than a typical
Facebook post. The 60-second ad will hit Facebook and YouTube, run by a digital firm called targetusa.com, which specializes in voter targeting.
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